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NEW QUESTION: 1
Using ArcCatalog, an ArcGIS user plans to use the Export to Geodatabase option to export a
feature class with one spatial reference into a feature dataset with a different spatial reference
How can this be accomplished while maintaining the accuracy of the data?
A. export the feature class then reproject the output
B. export the feature class and allow on the fly projection
C. assign spatial reference of feature class to Unknown then export
D. reproject the feature class then export
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two router models are the right fit for customers requiring best-in-class routing, voice,
and video, but are limited in space availability for hosting the hardware? (Choose two.)
A. 1100 series ISR
B. 800 series ISR
C. 4000 Series ISR
D. RV Series
E. Meraki MX
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: D
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